evolutionary.
Traditional Internet security systems such as firewalls, IDS and IPS are limited in terms of detecting recent cyber attacks in advance as these systems respond to Internet attacks only after the attacks inflict serious damage. In this paper, we propose a hybrid intrusion forecasting system framework for an early warning system. Thus, it is more difficult to discover the signature of attacks and to detect them through signature-based systems such as intrusion detection systems (IDS) or anti-virus software. Finally, the attacks on infrastructure have increased. DDOS, worms, DNS attacks and router attacks are included in these attacks. These attacks are highly detrimental to the availability of the Internet. In 2001, the Code Red worm infected more than 359,000 systems in less than 14 hours and caused a global slowdown of the Internet [1]. On 25 January 2003, the Slammer worm infected more than 90 percent of vulnerable hosts within 10 minutes [2] . Due to the, huge amount of network management traffic initiated by the scanning activity of the worm, Internet services were shut down for many hours in Korea.
To defend against Internet attacks, various protective methods have been researched. A firewall is one of the most widely deployed systems [3] . A firewall filters accesses to an internal network. Firewalls are effective in preventing unauthorized entry, but cannot detect attacks that are present in permissible traffic into the inside a network. An intrusion detection system (IDS) is a system that detects and responds to attacks. There are two main intrusion detection strategies: misuse detection and anomaly detection [4] . Misuse detection builds signatures of known attacks. When IDS finds an activity that matches the attack signatures, IDS considers that activity as an attack. Anomaly detection establishes a normal profile and detects attacks that have significant deviation from a normal profile. However, misuse detection has the problem when detecting unknown attacks and anomaly detection has the weakness of a high level of false positive errors. An intrusion prevention system (IPS) has been proposed to detect attacks as well as to block attacks [5] , but IPS has issues related with a high number of false alarms, similar to IDS. Moreover it is possible that network can be slowed down by the IPS in the case of heavy network traffic.
These traditional defense tools respond to Internet attacks after attacks inflict serious damage. Due to the rapid propagation of attacks, it is very important to forecast attacks and to warn against attacks early. In this paper, we propose an intrusion forecasting system framework for an early warning and response system. The proposed framework consists of a data collection module, a data analysis module and a reporting module. In the data analysis module, three types of forecasting methods are used to predict potential attacks effectively: a time-series analysis, a probabilistic modeling and a data mining method. By combining these methods, it is possible to take advantage of the forecasting technique of each while overcoming their disadvantages.
This paper is organized as follows: In Sect . 2, the works related to forecasting methods are described. Section 3 gives a general explanation of an early warning system. The proposed intrusion forecasting system framework is presented in Sect. 4, and the performance of hybrid intrusion forecasting method is shown in Sect. 5. Finally, the conclusion is presented in Sect. 6.
Related Works
Several studies concerning intrusion forecasting have been proposed to predict the possibility of cyber attacks. The most widely used method is the time-series analysis [6] . Time-series analysis is a time-domain method that predicts future values from present observations using the various techniques such as smoothing, decomposition Method and ARMA. Ye et al. [7] used a time-series analysis to forecast normal system activities. They proposed a forecasting method using the EWMA (exponentially weighed moving average) one-step-ahead forecast. They used a Markov chain model to learn and predict normal activities, and a chi-square distance metric to measure the deviation of the observed activities from forecasted normal activities. Their results showed that the proposed method outperforms an average-based forecasting method.
State transition analysis has also been used to forecast intrusion. Govindu [8] proposed an intrusion forecasting system using intelligent mobile agents whose sensor monitors the software applications running in a node. Mobile agents compare data collected from user activities with a profile fetched from server agent. If a mobile agent suspects the actions of a user to be suspect, the agent notifies a server agent of this finding. The server agent determines the probability of intrusion through a Markov model-based state transition analysis; in this way, it is possible to predict an intrusion with a probability defined in a Markov probability distribution.
Leu et al.
[9] proposed a framework for an intrusion forecasting system, entitled the Intrusion Forecast and Traceback System (IFTS). IFTS consists of Intrusion Detector (IDT), Intrusion Tracer (IT), Intrusion Response Manager (IRM) and Intrusion Forecaster (IF) components. Intrusion forecasting is performed by an IF module. The IF module monitors network traffic to forecast malicious behavior for its neighbor NMU (network management units), in what is termed protected-NMU (P-NMU). If possibilities of threats arise in network traffic, IFTS determines whether all packets or only the packets suspected of involvement in an attack are dropped.
Early Warning System
As recent surveys of cyber attacks have shown, cyber threats have become more serious for the following reasons: (1) Cy- Fig In this section, a new and effective intrusion forecasting system (IFS) framework for EWS is proposed. The proposed system architecture is composed of three modules: the Data Collection (DC) module, the Data Analysis (DA) module , and the Reporting (REP) module. Figure 2 shows the proposed intrusion forecasting architecture.
In the DC module, various sensors collect data required for the DA module, which is the next module. Network devices such as firewalls, IDS, routers and switches can be used as sensors, and these sensors can collect various types of data such as network traffic data, monthly/daily frequencies of virus outbreaks, opinions of experts, and reports from other countries. The collected data should then be preprocessed from the original form to a format suitable for the DA module.
The REP module creates alarm reports to the system administrator and takes follow-up measures according to the results of the DA module. In the REP module, the alarm unit visualizes the results in an interpretable format and helps the system administrator determine the warning level. The results from the intrusion forecasting system are transmitted to the warning phase of EWS. In the warning phase, EWS can intensify the security level of devices such as firewalls or IDS, trace back the attackers, and manifest current and upcoming events.
The DA module is the most significant component in the intrusion forecasting system. This component analyzes data collected in previous module and predicts possibilities of cyber attacks. Three units comprise the DA module: a pre-processing unit, a forecasting unit and a decision unit. The pre-processing unit gathers data delivered from the DC module and extracts adequate features required in a forecasting unit. Based on the features obtained from the pre-processing unit, the forecasting unit applies forecasting methods to detect the possibility of cyber attacks. The decision unit combines the results from the forecasting unit and determines whether the event is an attack.
Recently, as cyber attacks have become more sophisticated and diverse, it is more difficult to detect the symptoms of an attack using a single forecasting method. In addition, Fig. 2 The proposed intrusion forecasting system architecture.
existing forecasting techniques have their own advantages and disadvantages; thus, the forecasting capability of attacks can be improved by combining them. In the forecasting unit , three forecasting methods are employed: a time-series analysis, a probabilistic modeling and a data mining method.
Time-Series Analysis
Time-series analysis is a task that forecasts the time-varying changes of observations using various models [6] . Given that time-series analysis assumes that a value to be forecasted is determined by the patterns that occurred in the past, this approach is used in short-time predictions rather than for long term predictions.
The main advantage of time-series analysis is that it can forecast intrusions that result in significant changes of observed values, such as the traffic volume, when attacks have launched. This is because time-series analysis can measure the trend of observations over time. In addition, when timeseries analysis is used for intrusion forecasting, the system administrator is able to inspect the current state easily using the good visualization capability of this analysis. For example, a traffic analysis tool using a time-series method can display past traffic, current traffic, expected traffic, and the difference between the expected traffic and the measured traffic at a glance. This data enables the administrator to estimate the current state and make a decision easily after an analysis.
Time-series analysis has disadvantages, however. Although this method can keep track of gradual shifts in observations, the expected value is very inaccurate when abrupt changes occur in normal situations [13] . Moreover, to forecast intrusions using this method, changes in the observations should be greater than a specified threshold. However, determining this threshold is challenging.
Probabilistic Modeling
Probabilistic modeling calculates probabilities of specific events in network systems [14] . From the current network state, this method presents evidence of intrusions in terms of a probability. Probabilistic modeling enables system administrators to understand the degree of risk on a probability scale, thus providing detailed information regarding the security level of the network system. This is a remarkable advantage of probabilistic modeling compared to other detection methods that merely determine either a normal state or an anomaly. However, because this method does not inform a system administrator about the occurrence of an attack, a correct decision by a system administrator is required.
Numerous existing technologies belong to the category of the probabilistic modeling approach. Among them, the Markov chain model and the Bayesian method have been widely applied to the area of the network intrusion detection. The Markov chain model examines a system at fixed intervals and keeps track of its state. When an event occurs, this model captures temporal behavior in a network Table 1 Summary of the intrusion forecasting techniques.
system by computing the probabilities of various state transitions. This approach is well adopted where the sequential order of the state of the system plays an important role in the identification of intrusions [13] . The Markov chain model has advantages in that its computation is quite simple and it is capable of detecting intrusions accurately. However, the construction of the state profile is a great concern in complicated systems because all transition probabilities between any possible states should be calculated. The Bayesian method calculates the posterior probability of specific events from prior probabilities obtained using history; thus it can present the probability of a future attack given the current network state [15] . The Bayesian method can handle the complex distributions involved in network traffic; moreover, it is easy for a system administrator to interpret. However, the difficulty of obtaining prior distributions of a normal state and an attack is the main drawback of the Bayesian method in terms of its actual use.
Data-Mining Method
The data mining method extracts implicit, previously unknown, and potentially useful information from large data sets or databases [16] . It is widely used in the various forecasting areas such as the prediction of stock prices, weather forecasting, and earthquake forecasting. In a network system, the data mining approach is an effective traffic analysis technique because numerous traffic variables in the network traffic make it difficult to analyze intuitively. In the course of intrusion forecasting, there are many cases of a change in the traffic volume being insufficient to detect the precursors of attacks, but a change in terms of the traffic distribution is more significant. Data mining can be used effectually to reflect various traffic variables simultaneously and to grasp a correlation between these variables. However, with most data mining techniques, the computational complexity is relatively high, and it has the disadvantage in that it is impossible to describe how a result was derived [17] . Hence, a system administrator may find it very difficult to understand the current network situation visually when an alarm is issued. The characteristics of the three intrusion forecasting techniques, the time-series analysis, the probabilistic modeling, and the data mining method, are summarized in Table 1. As shown in Table 1 , each method has its own advantages and disadvantages as distinguished from the others. As applying only one method can cause a significant number of false alarms, these methods must be combined appropriately to forecast intrusions effectively. To integrate the results of each method, various alert correlation methods can be used. The Cumulative Sum (CUSUM) algorithm is suitable for the case of homogeneous results by each forecasting method [19] . The Bayesian method provides a means of combining the heterogeneous output of each method [20] . The data mining and Neural Network techniques are also helpful to consolidate the results of the methods [17], [21] .
In this section, it is experimentally demonstrated that the hybrid intrusion forecasting method outperforms other methods using single technique. This section is composed of two parts. In the first part, traditional methods, such as a timeseries analysis, data mining method and probabilistic modeling, are shown to be a disadvantage as they lead to false alarms, even if they can detect the signs of DDOS attacks in advance. In the second part, it is shown that the hybrid method can reduce the occurrence of false alarms significantly. Moreover, the method is shown to be insensitive to variations of the threshold values.
In order to evaluate the hybrid method, 2000 DARPA Intrusion Detection Scenario Specific Data Sets were used [22] . The Information Systems Technology Group (IST) of the MIT Lincoln Laboratory, under the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency and Air Force Research Laboratory sponsorship, collected and distributed the first standard corpora for the evaluation of computer network intrusion detection systems.
The attack scenario has five phases, 9:00AM to 12:00PM, was used to train for the attack data. The datasets used in this experiment are below:
The performance of the time-series analysis was evaluated using an exponential smoothing method. In the exponential smoothing method, Yt+1, which denotes the expected value at t+1, can be computed as follows: [23] . A Markov chain is a stochastic method that decides the abnormality of events according to the probability that a series of state sequence occurs. Let St be the state of a system at time t. Then, the probability that a state sequence with size N, where P is the transition matrix, and q is the initial matrix [23] .
If the probability is less than a certain value, here known as threshold probability PT, this sequence can be categorized into abnormal events.
In this experiment, the clusters generated by clustering the training dataset are used as states. Figure 5 shows the state transition probability. As shown in Fig. 5 , several points with values that show an exceptionally low probability exist. The probabilistic modeling method can identify Fig. 5 State transition probability in a Markov chain.
these points as occurrences of abnormal events, and these points can be classified as phase 1, phase 2 and the attack phase. The factors that have an effect on the false alarm rate are the observation windows size on the continuous stream of states and threshold probability PT.
The three aforementioned methods have the common characteristic in that the false alarm rate varies according to the threshold values, zT, DT and PT. Thus, appropriate threshold values should be selected to reduce the false alarm rate as well as to detect anomalies. Table 2 describes the critical threshold values to detect attacks. If the threshold values exceed these critical values, forecasting methods are not able to detect anomalies.
Hybrid Intrusion Forecasting Method
As discussed above, the hybrid intrusion forecasting method combines more than two forecasting methods.
In the proposed hybrid method, if an alarm from one forecasting method exists, the status of the other forecasting method is examined. Only when an alarm is issued by more than two forecasting methods simultaneously does the hybrid method issue an alarm. Although this is a very simple approach, it shows excellent performance in many aspects.
First, the hybrid method can reduce the false alarm rate significantly.
To show the performance of the hybrid method, two methods out of three methods were combined and the false alarm rate was measured. In this experiment, the threshold value of one forecasting method varied while the threshold values of the other methods were fixed to the critical threshold values given in Table 2. In Fig. 6 , the experimental results show that the false Table 2 Critical threshold values of each method.
Fig. 6
Performance comparison between the traditional method and the hybrid method.
alarm rate was reduced significantly after combining the two forecasting methods. Among the three hybrid methods, the combination of the time-series analysis and the Markov chain method shows the best performance in reducing the false alarm rate. As shown in Fig. 6 , the hybrid method can forecast anomalies reliably. Moreover, the hybrid method is insensitive to changes in the threshold values compared to a method using a single technique.
Although the threshold values changed, the false alarm rate of the hybrid method varies within a small range. This shows that the selection of the threshold values does not significantly affects the performance.
Conclusions
To defend networks against current cyber attacks, greater emphasis is now placed on the importance of EWS. In this paper, an intrusion forecast system framework for EWS is proposed.
The proposed framework consists of three modules: a Data Collection module, a Data Analysis module and a Reporting module. Among these three modules, the Data Analysis module plays the most important role in the performance of the intrusion forecasting system as measured by the detection rate and the false alarm rate.
In the Data Analysis module, three types of forecasting techniques are integrated to predict potential attacks effectively. These are a time-series analysis, a probabilistic modeling and a data mining method. By combining these forecasting methods, the proposed hybrid framework enables the forecasting of attacks more accurately compared to the use of each method independently.
The experimental results show that the false alarm rate can be reduced significantly by using the hybrid method.
Future work will include developing new intrusion forecasting methods that provide improved accuracy of predictions with a lower false alarm rate.
Additionally, an alert correlation algorithm between each forecasting method should be developed. These developments will lead to earlier and more precise forecasting of attacks. This research was supported by the MIC (Ministry of Information and Communication), Korea, under the ITRC (Information Technology Research Center) support program supervised by the IITA (Institute of Information Technology Advancement) (IITA-2007-(C1090-0701-0016)).
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